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INFORMATION ABOUT US-MBA STUDIES
Central European Executive MBA programs are a joint program of the University of St Francis in Joliet,
USA, and the Brno University of Technology, where graduates receive an MBA degree from the
American University. It is a follow-up University of the Dominican University in Chicago, with which
cooperation began in 2000 and was finished with 10 successful two-year MBA courses.
University of St. Francis and the MBA program are accredited by the NCA-HLC North Central
Association and the ACBSP - the Accredited Association of Colleges and Business Schools, which
entitles us to offer and award the Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree. Supervision and
patronage of the program is carried out by the University of St. Francis in accordance with accreditation
terms and principles of foreign co-operation within educational programs for non-US citizens.
The studies were developed on the basis of a 14-year experience with realization of the US-MBA
studies with Dominican University in Chicago at Brno University of Technology. Based on these
experiences, the program was designed to best reflect the practical needs of top managers not only in
the Czech Republic but also abroad and to support the international, intercultural and globalizing
aspect of contemporary business. Thanks to experience with UK MBA at BUT, the program combines
advantages of European and American MBA studies. It builds on practically conceived content that
supports an immediate transfer of acquired knowledge and skills into management practice of our
students. Participants of the studies are top managers of companies and organizations in the Czech
Republic, Slovakia and other European countries.
This intention is subject to carefully compiled content and teaching methods. Courses are held at
weekends (approximately 1 weekend a month during 10 months a year) and the whole program lasts
for 1.5 years, less than usual for other comparable MBA programs. In addition to the theoretical
knowledge, the studies are focused on solving practical problems and developing managerial skills.
Courses are taught in Czech and English, where 45 % of them are taught by professors from University
of St. Francis in the USA. Conscious of the practical necessity of English language knowledge,
MBA studies themselves are preceded by an intensive 50-hour Business English course, which forms
the basis for further development of the practical use of English during MBA studies. Knowledge of
English is an important entry condition for the realization of the study.
All courses are held in the Czech Republic and graduates, after successful completion, obtain an
internationally recognized diploma and an MBA degree awarded by the University of St. Francis in
Joliet - USA. Once students are accepted, they become both BUT students, the largest technical
university in Moravia, and at the same time students at University of St. Francis.
While studying and after graduation, students have opportunity to visit the University of St. Francis in
USA, including visits and stays in prestigious companies and institutions in the US. One of selected
modules can also be completed and terminated during these short-term stays.
After each semester, students receive a sub-certificate that allows those who are forced to interrupt
their studies for grave reasons, complete their studies in the following periods.
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OBJECTIVES
The aim of the program is to enable top managers of Czech and foreign companies operating in the
Czech Republic to acquire new knowledge, develop and organize their experience and skills and after
1.5 years of study to gain prestigious internationally recognized MBA degree. The program provides
a comprehensive education in the field of organization management and is fully completed in the
Czech Republic. The program is focused on developing strategic thinking and managerial competencies
in all management issues for the effective performance of top management positions. In addition to
the knowledge base, the emphasis is placed on outputs in the form of practical managerial skills
and the ability of their practical application.

Learning outcomes
The purpose of our studies in terms of learning outcomes is:








to develop analytical methods and approaches of gathering and evaluating information to
support strategic decision making
to develop knowledge and skills necessary for strategic management of organization resources
to develop ability to design and implement an effective organization management system
to develop ability of participants to manage their own managerial skills
to develop effective communication skills at all levels of management
to demonstrate and develop intellectual competences for strategic management of all parts
of modern management
to develop ability to reasonably rationalize and draw independent conclusions based on
analytical and critical access to information, their subsequent presentation and advocacy

Teaching methods
The program is combined - using elements of both full-time and distance learning focused on
development of knowledge and training of specific skills in each module of the studies. The program
applies a flexible approach, using teamwork, interactive and participatory techniques to share the
managerial experience among participants. The distance form represents individual studying of texts
and recommended literature with the support of individual expert consultations with lecturers.
The basic methods of studies are:





Seminars (organized for each module separately) - discussions, case studies,
Individual consultations (~ 10 hours per module),
Individual studying,
Exam (~ 4 hours attendance) or writing an essay on a selected topic of the given module,
approximately in the range of 2,000-3,000 words.

The program is conducted in English and Czech, where 45 % of the courses are held by US professors
and 55 % by professors from the Czech Republic speaking both English and Czech. Written essays can
be submitted in English. However, the program may also be organized fully in English language for
a homogeneous group of participants.
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ORGANIZATION OF OUR STUDIES
Master of Business Administration program is organized by the Faculty of Business and Management
in Brno, in cooperation with the University of St. Francis in Joliet - USA as a successor to the Dominican
University in Chicago. In February 2015 began the first cohort of this type of studies. Our lecturers are
experienced teams of professionals from both universities who have been accepted by the rector of
the university in the USA.
The lessons are held on weekends (Friday, Saturday and Sunday) in the form of three-day seminars in
Brno, divided by content into individual modules. Each of them has its module leader responsible for
completing all prescribed requests, including final exams and individual assessment of each student.
They also provide study literature and consultations.
The whole program lasts 1.5 years and is divided into three semesters with defined modules:



Core courses - 4 modules in total,
Competency Areas – 8 modules in total.

Each student must successfully complete all 12 modules. The completion of the core courses and
competency areas is compulsory.
Prior to entering the studies, knowledge of English on communicative level is required. For this reason,
we also provide Business English course, which is organized before the beginning of semester 1 and
is carried out by foreign lecturers. Its completion should be a prerequisite for communicating with
American lecturers in English. The course is finished by 2 tests in English (TOEFL and GMAT type),
which are also considered as the entrance exam to MBA studies. The cost of the Business English
course is not a part of the tuition fee for MBA studies and creates a separate item.
At the request of each student, it is possible to provide accommodation in our dormitories located in
front of our faculty (in single or double rooms) during all the courses. These costs are not a part of the
tuition fee.
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MANAGEMENT AND LECTURERS
Managers of the program
Doc. Ing. et Ing. Stanislav Škapa, Ph. D.
Dean of the Faculty of Business and Management of Brno University of
Technology and Associate Professor at the Institute of Economics, Faculty of
Business and Management, author or co-author of more than 50 scientific papers
and two monographs on microeconomics, economic integration of the European
Union and portfolio investments. He regularly lectures selected European
economic issues at European universities. For several years, he has been focusing
on quality issues, especially with a focus on quality in tertiary education. In 20092010, he was the Head of the BUT Quality Department. He has extensive experience in organizing and
teaching activities within international study programs.

Bc. Klára Bartošová
Director of US-MBA studies organized together with University of St. Francis in
Chicago, a teacher of English and French. As part of her university studies, she is
engaged in economics and administration in public sector.

Basic team of lecturers
The studies are ensured by university lecturers and specialists in particular professional areas of
management with long-term experience in teaching in MBA, especially from the University of
St. Francis in Chicago – USA, and from Brno University of Technology. Selected lectures are also led by
experts from other universities and institutions as well as top management contract workers.

Lecturers from USA
Managerial Economics

Prof. Sudipta ROY, Prof. Robert ZIMMERMAN

Management and Organizational Behavior

Prof. Richard VAUGHAN, Prof. Mike HARVEY

Advanced Financial Management

Prof. Steve MORRISSETTE, Prof. Peter ALONZI

International Business

Prof. Orlando GRIEGO, Prof. Bonnie Covelli

Strategic Business Management

Prof. Arvid JOHNSON, Prof. Joseph MALLOF
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Lecturers from the Czech Republic
Doc. Ing. Stanislav ŠKAPA, Ph.D.
Doc. Ing. Romana ČÍŽINSKÁ, Ph.D.
PhDr. Helena PAVLÍČKOVÁ, Ph.D.
Doc. RNDr. Anna PUTNOVÁ,Ph.D.,MBA
Prof. Ing. Karel RAIS, CSc., MBA
Doc. Ing. Mária REŽŇÁKOVÁ, CSc.
Doc. Ing. Otakar SMOLÍK, CSc.
Doc. PhDr. Iveta ŠIMBEROVÁ, Ph.D.
Dr. Joanna WINSKA
Doc. Ing. Marek ZINECKER, Ph.D.

RNDr. Michal BERÁNEK, Ph.D.,MBA
Dr. Adam CZAJKOWSKI
Doc. Ing. Anna FEDOROVÁ, CSc.
Prof. Ing. Libor GREGA, Ph.D.
Ing. Helena HANUŠOVÁ, CSc.
Doc. Ing. Vladimír CHALUPSKÝ, CSc., MBA
Prof dr hab Robert KARASZEWSKI
Doc. Ing. Miloš KOCH, CSc.
Doc. Ing. Robert ZICH,Ph.D.
PhDr. Alena LUBASOVÁ, Ph.D.
Doc. PhDr. Růžena LUKÁŠOVÁ, CSc.
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STRUCTURE OF US-MBA STUDIES
Content of the studies
The studies cover all specialized areas of management. It consists of 12 modules, which each
participant enrolls in during the time of 1.5 year. Each semester consists of 4 modules.
CORE COURSES (4)
 MBAD 611 Managerial Economics (USA)
 MBAD 616 Managerial Finance
 MBAD 621 Managerial Accounting
 MBAD 631 Strategic Business Management (USA)
COMPETENCY AREAS (8)
 MBAD 606 Marketing Management
 MBAD 622 Advanced Financial Management (USA)
 MBAD 623 International Finance
 MBAD 646 Ethical, Legal and Social Environment of the Firm
 MBAD 650 International Business (USA)
 MBAD 651 Management and Organizational Behavior (USA)
 MBAD 659 Information Technology
 MBAD 671 Risk Management

Study materials
Study materials consist of specialized monographs provided to each module by the University of
St. Francis in English language (available for download), textbooks developed by lecturers from the
Faculty of Business and Management in Brno on the basis of more than fifteen years of experience
with MBA studies, presentations, case studies, other recommended publications on the topic in Czech
and English and additional study materials.
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CONTENT OF MODULES
Individual modules cover the range of fundamental knowledge required among MBA studies, with
respect to the specifics of the program stemming from the University of St. Francis. The program is
focused on solving practical problems, individual consultations and self-studying of recommended
literature. Managerial skills, communication and decision-making skills are also deepened.
Each module is completed by an exam, which, based on the decision of the module leader, can be
written, oral, team-based solution of a given problem, or their combination. The requirement for
awarding the MBA diploma is to achieve at least a very good average score of all 12 examinations in
the entire course.

Core Courses (4)
MBAD 611 Managerial Economics
Module is the theoretical base for all corporate applications. It enables students to understand basic
economic principles and their impact on businesses and environment. The first part of the module is
focused on understanding of microeconomic concepts and laws - basic principles of market economy,
supply and demand laws, and so on. The second part of the module is devoted to introducing basic
macroeconomic schools and their principles.
MBAD 616 Managerial Finance
Module introduces students to the company's financial management, including basic information,
possible tools and ways of making decisions. In the introductory part, students are acquainted with
financial data and methods of their analysis. Additionally, the module provides an overview of time
value tools and their application in capital appreciation, liabilities, profit analysis tools, and payback
analysis. In the final part, students will learn how to use information and tools to influence costs and
make budgeting decisions.
MBAD 621 Managerial Accounting
The objective of the module is to understand accounting as an instrument of support for managerial
decision-making. The content of the module is an introduction to financial and managerial accounting,
basic theories of accounting, the process of preparing accounting information and its use for
managerial decision-making. The module deals with cost accounting concepts. Analysis and amount of
costs are studied in the context of managerial decision-making. Students will test managerial
accounting procedures and improve technical requirements. They will work more efficiently. Emphasis
is placed on topics such as costing methods, profitable analysis, budget, equity and cost and
management activities.
MBAD 631 Strategic Business Management
Students will be acquainted with the process of strategic management in the company and principles
of strategic thinking. They will be acquainted with analytical procedures for strategic analysis of
internal and external factors. The module provides the theoretical basis for defining company strategy.
Students will learn to effectively formulate and implement strategies that will lead the company to
success and growth. They will learn how to formulate strategies based on the hierarchical structure of
strategies - corporate, business, functional and horizontal strategies. Case studies of multinational
companies as well as small and medium-sized companies will help to develop their managerial skills.
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Competency Areas (8)
MBAD 606 Marketing Management
Marketing Management is a business discipline that focuses on practical application of marketing
techniques and the management of marketing resources and business activities. The module provides
an overview of marketing theories and practical applications and enables students to understand
consumer relationships in its context. During the module, the marketing functions will be explained
and the basics of successful planning, strategies and control of marketing campaigns as well.
The theoretical knowledge is complemented by practical examples from real life.
MBAD 622 Advanced Financial Management
This module focuses on advanced concepts and techniques of financial analysis and valuation
and financial management of an organization. It provides expertise on setting financial goals, managing
financial resources, managing financial risks, and understanding investment portfolios and financial
instruments. Students will be able to quantify capital needs and learn about the possibilities of its
source coverage, they will be able to elaborate a plan of capital expenditures and cash receipts in
connection with planning of investment projects and apply methods of evaluation of their
effectiveness. They also will be acquainted with individual aspects of current assets management
and valuation of the company.
MBAD 623 International Finance
The aim of the module is to acquire knowledge of international finance and international financial
system and to be prepared to apply this knowledge in the conditions of an internationally operating
company. Students will learn about the key tools and methods that managers of internationally
operating companies use to increase the competence and competitiveness of their financial
management decisions.
MBAD 646 Ethical, Legal and Social Environment of the Firm
In this module, the study focuses on social and ethical issues that shapes modern corporations.
It also includes understanding of the basic terminology of ethics and their theories, the application of
ethical principles in various problem areas (e.g. misleading advertising, human rights, international
trade, etc.). Students will know the modern approach to business with a focus on social and ethical
spheres. They will acquire basic skills to solve ethical dilemmas. They will be able to participate in the
creation and application of current tools for improving business ethics in a company or institution.
They will be encouraged to speak in front of the audience and know the rules of the label.
MBAD 650 International Business
The module is designed to teach students to compete in this world without borders.
Courses emphasize practical experience, thereby increasing the marketability of participants with
different career opportunities in global corporations, banks, governments, non-governmental
organizations and other international organizations. Students will be acquainted with procedures for
export and import operations of companies, conclusion of contracts and payment conditions for these
operations. They acquire the terminology of international business and the procedures for managing
and financing the business operations of business entities in international markets and the possibilities
of financing the international trade of companies.
MBAD 651 Management and Organizational Behavior
The module provides a comprehensive picture of the most significant parts of the organization's
behavior. The subject of the analysis is a company in terms of scientific methodology of behavior.
It provides students with the following knowledge: development of intergroup relations, motivation
11

research, management analysis, organizational change, etc. Students will know the modern
conception and application of management including developmental contexts and the possibilities of
managing the employees, organizing time, teamwork, process and project management
and application of some management models.
MBAD 671 Risk Management
The aim of the module is to acquaint students with the traditional and basic risk management methods
of the company with an emphasis on the presentation of new methods of risk reduction, especially in
strategic decision making of business managers. They will acquire the typical principles of modeling
the change processes of the company, while respecting the risks, on the basis of which they will be
able to actively manage the standard change processes of the company while respecting the risk
factors. Students will also be able to manage the standard change processes of strategies
(both business and functional) of individual SBUs. The course will be supplemented by a number of
specific examples from the management practice of Czech and foreign companies.
MBAD 659 Information Technology
The basis of the module is to study the flow of information in the company and the models used for
the systematic collection, storage and distribution of information. In the module, computers and data
are presented as components of systems that are created and used to achieve organizational goals.
Student is able to orientate in IS/ICT support of business processes and actively participate in
automation and efficiency of all functions.
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SCHEDULE FOR SEMESTER 1

Schedule for semester 1
Cohort 8
Faculty of Business and Management in Brno
A 50-hour Business English course is organized for those who are not sure about their
Business English language skills. With its content, it is focused on the modules taught by
US lecturers. It will be organized in two parts:
10. – 13. 1. 2019

and

24. – 27. 1. 2019

50 hours in total.

Semester 1 (2019)
Date

Module

10. – 13. 1. 2019

Business English

24. – 27. 1. 2019

Business English

8. – 10. 2. 2019

651 – Management and Organizational Behavior I.

15. - 17. 2. 2019

651 – Management and Organizational Behavior I.

15. – 17. 3. 2019

621 - Managerial Accounting I.
616 – Managerial Finance I.

5. – 7. 4. 2019

621 - Managerial Accounting II.
616 – Managerial Finance II.

17. – 18. 5. 2019

621 - Managerial Accounting III. EXAM
616 – Managerial Finance III. EXAM
Case studies, project presentations, assignments and
completion of Czech modules in semester 1.

14. – 16. 6. 2019

650 - International Business I.

21. – 23. 6. 2019

650 - International Business II.

10. – 22. 7. 2019

646 – Ethical, Legal and Social Environment of the
Firm (The module will take place at USF in USA.)

Note: Courses taught by lecturers from USA are in blue.
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CONDITIONS FOR ADMISSION
The target group are mainly top managers of Czech and foreign companies and organizations in private
and public sector, profit and non-profit organizations, middle managers and all others aspiring to top
management positions.
A prerequisite for admission to US-MBA studies is completion of university studies (bachelor's or
master's degree), two years of experience (not obligatory) and knowledge of English at the
communicative level (B2).

Business English Course
To extend knowledge of English language and its terminological adaptation to the content structure of
the program, Business English course is organized before the beginning of semester 1 in the range of
50 hours of teaching, where two final examinations are considered also as admission examinations.
The current dates of Business English and individual modules are listed in the schedule of semester 1.
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COST OF STUDIES
The cost of studies may vary with each cohort, with respect to the payment to University of St. Francis,
because the total amount is determined by the American university.


The tuition fee for cohort 8 is:

CZK 66 500/semester



Costs of the entire program:

CZK 199 500 (VAT excluded).

Costs of 50-hours Business English course including two entrance exams (TOEFL and GMAT type) and
oral entrance exam,
ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE TUITION FEE, and they are CZK 16 500.
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APPLICATION FOR US-MBA STUDIES
Completed application form including a structured curriculum vitae and a passport photo is to be
send to bartosovak@vutbr.cz.

Beginning of next semester: February 8, 2019
Application forms are accepted continuously by up to 18 students.

For those who are interested in the Business English course, this seminar begins before the MBA
studies themselves: January 10 - 13, 2019 and January 24 – 27, 2019.
Additional materials and information will be provided on request.

"We look forward to welcoming you in our MBA studies!"
The US-MBA team
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CONTACTS
Information about US-MBA Contact address for FBM
studies
BUT

Contact address for
University of St. Francis

Bc. Klára Bartošová
Director US–MBA studies
tel.: + 420 541 146 907
mob.: +420 608 226 287
e-mail: bartosovak@vutbr.cz

Office of the President
University of St. Francis
500 Wilcox Street
Joliet, Illinois 60435 USA
tel.: 00 800 735 7500
http://www.stfrancis.edu

Mgr. Kateřina Havelková
Asistant
e-mail: havelkova@fbm.vutbr.cz

Brno University of Technology
Faculty of Business and
Management
Brno Business School
US – MBA studies
Kolejní 2906/4, 612 00 Brno, ČR
tel.: + 420 541 146 907
fax: + 420 541 143 781
http://www.us-mba.cz
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